Tumor D’emblee Variant of Mycosis Fungoides
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ABSTRACT

Mycosis fungoides (MF) is a rare lymphoid malignancy and accounts for about 2% of new cases of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. MF is known to have extensive clinical variability, usually progressing from patch stage to plaque, nodules, tumors, and generalized erythroderma. In this report, the rare presentation of sudden onset of tumor stage of MF (i.e., MF d’emblee variant) is presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Mycosis fungoides (MF) is lymphoid neoplasia of the mid-to-late adult group with extensive clinical variability in presentation. The de novo tumor-onset MF (tumor d’emblee) is one of the atypical and rare clinical presentations in which the patient presents with acute onset of skin tumors. Tumor d’emblee MF is a very aggressive disease with a poor prognosis even with proper treatment. The objective of this report is to present this rare clinical presentation of the sudden onset of the tumor stage of MF (i.e., MF d’emblee variant).

CASE REPORT

A 49-year-old male presented with rapidly progressing multiple infiltrated nodules and tumors of 5 months duration over the scalp, face, trunk, and upper and lower extremities. The patient had complaints of associated itching over the lesions. There was no history of episodes of fever, weight loss, or anorexia. On mucocutaneous examination, a huge number of infiltrated nodules and tumors of varying sizes were present on the scalp, trunk, and upper and lower limbs, with few erosions and pus discharging superficial ulcers. The head and neck area showing infiltrative nodules and tumors are shown in Figure 1. Bilateral cervical, axillary, inguinal, and posterior occipital lymph nodes were enlarged, discrete to matted, varying in size from 2.0 cm × 2.0 cm to 5.0 cm × 4.0 cm, mobile, and firm inconsistency. The infiltrating nodules and tumors originating from diffusely infiltrated skin, anterior surface of the trunk, and upper extremities are shown in Figure 2. Systemic examination was within normal limits. Investigations revealed a total leucocyte count of 4900 cells/mm3 with 5.3% lymphocytes and lactate dehydrogenase of 600 u/L. The rest of the routine investigations, including hemoglobin, liver, and kidney function tests, blood glucose, glycated hemoglobin, urine examination, venereal disease research laboratory test, and viral serologic markers (including human immunodeficiency virus-1 and -2) were within normal limits. A chest X-ray and ultrasonography of the abdomen and pelvis were also noncontributory. The main differential diagnoses of tumor
d’emblee MF, progressive nodular histiocytosis, and cutaneous Rosai-Dorfman syndrome were considered. Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) of right posterior cervical lymph nodes showed monomorphic atypical lymphoid cells. The atypical cells were scattered mostly singly with a high nucleocytoplasmic ratio, prominent nucleoli, and moderate cytoplasm. FNAC is shown in Figure 3. Biopsies were performed from three cutaneous lesions, two nodules over the left and right arm, respectively, and one from a nodule over the right leg. Pathologic examination revealed a pandermal infiltration by discohesive atypical monomorphic lymphoid cells dispersed in sheets. Lymphocytes were 2–5 times the size of normal mature lymphocytes, with oval nuclei, coarse chromatin, irregular to conspicuous nucleoli with scanty cytoplasm in few cells, and brisk mitosis. Cells were dissecting through and separating the dermal collagen. A biopsy sample from a nodule is shown in Figure 4. Immunohistochem-

**Figure 1.** Head and neck area showing infiltrative nodules and tumors. One tumor on the scalp is ulcerated with crusting.

**Figure 2.** Infiltrating nodules and tumors originating from diffusely infiltrated skin, anterior surface of the trunk, and upper extremities.

**Figure 3.** Fine needle aspiration cytology. Atypical lymphoid cells with high nucleocytoplasmic ratio and prominent nucleoli. (H&E stain; original magnification 100×).

**Figure 4.** Biopsy sample from a nodule. Pandermal dense infiltration by atypical monomorphic lymphoid cells. The cells are discohesive, dispersed in sheets, and demonstrate brisk mitosis. (H&E stain; original magnification 40×).
istry showed positive CD3, CD4, and leukocyte common antigen markers. Immunohistochemistry staining of a biopsy sample from a nodule is shown in Figure 5. Occasional scattered background cells were positive for CD20. The cells were negative for CD8 with the loss of CD7. Based on the clinical, FNAC, pathologic findings, and immunophenotyping, a final diagnosis of tumor d’emblee MF (T3N1M0B0 stage II-B) was made.

DISCUSSION

MF is considered an uncommon lymphoma, accounting for about 2% of new cases of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma.\[1–3\] However, it is still the commonest primary cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (CTCL) and can be distinguished from other CTCLs by its unique clinicopathologic features.\[3\] MF is known to have extensive clinical variability, usually progressing from patch stage to plaque, nodules, tumors, and rarely generalized erythroderma.\[4\] Tumor d’emblee variant of MF, first reported by Vidal and Brocq in 1885, represents the de novo stage of nodules/tumors arising directly without a preceding patch or plaque stage.\[5\] Tumors as an initial presentation of MF may be seen in up to 10% of the cases.\[4\] However, it is important to consider that MF itself is an uncommon disease (incidence of MF in the USA is about 0.36–0.46 per 100000 per year), indicating that tumor d’emblee MF itself is quite rare.\[2\] According to some workers, tumor d’emblee MF is a controversial entity, and this presentation may be classified as a peripheral T-cell lymphoma.\[6\] However, most authorities consider that a final diagnosis of these disorders should only be considered after excluding MF by clinical history.\[1\]

Usually, the time interval between the origin of cutaneous lesions and definitive diagnosis in MF may be up to even decade(s), but in patients with tumor d’emblee MF, it may only be a few months.\[16\] In our index case, the clinical history of cutaneous lesions was only about 5 months. Tumor d’emblee MF is considered a very aggressive disease with a poor prognosis.\[7,8\] Unfortunately, after the diagnosis, our patient was lost to follow up. Later, on contact tracing, it was found that the patient died of the disease 3 months after the diagnosis.

The management of tumor d’emblee MF presents a difficult therapeutic challenge.\[9\] Multiple treatment modalities are known for the treatment of MF, but the options are limited for the tumor stage. Interferon-α, retinoids, denileukin diftitox, histone deacetylase inhibitors (vorinostat, romidepsin), and the CHOP (cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone) regimen alone or in combination have been used. Newer drugs and therapies (e.g., pentostatin, gemcitabine, pegylated liposomal doxorubicin, and allogenic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation) have also been used.

CONCLUSION

This case illustrates the acute camouflaged presentation of MF astutely and recapitulates the known fact that CTCLs may present a significant diagnostic challenge. Besides, recognition of this type of clinical presentation is vital in primary care because of the prime significance and requirement of prompt referral. This is likely to improve the prognosis of these patients as well.
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Figure 5. Immunohistochemistry staining of a biopsy sample. Lymphoid cells positive for the CD4 marker. (Original magnification 100×).
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